
Artography by R&D would love to be by your side for your 

wedding day to capture all the fun, posed and candid photos from 

getting ready to an epic reception and exit.  

  

Artography by R&D is there to make things easier, more fun, 

beautiful, with that artistic flare. Wedding Photography is one of 

the most significant investments made while planning this once-

in-a-lifetime day. You can trust us to capture the real emotions, 

laughter, and smiles of your day! 

 

We cover elopements, partial day and full day wedding coverage 

and are able to tailor your package to your vision. Also, not 

everything is set in stone! We do our best to work around your 

vision-- if you have ideas let us know. 

Wedding Day Coverage can range from the basic 4-6hrs, 8hrs up 

to 10hrs. (Please note that wedding coverage over 5 hrs, 

dinner/break is requested to be provided to the photography team 

and no photos will be taken at this time) 

Please allow 8-10 weeks for gallery delivery. Lastly, your gallery 

will be a link with access to all digitals, privacy settings, and 

password access.  

 

Our packages are specially designed for you the couple who are 

seeking something different than a full traditional wedding day. It 

is very important to meet you via Zoom, Facebook, and/or 

Conference call.  

 

 



Are you ready to book with Artography by R&D? 

A $650 non-refundable* retainer is required to hold your date on 
our calendar. 

Wedding Day Investment Starts at $3,250* 

-- Your investment covers the amount of hours we are hired for, 

gallery, editing, and travel expenses. Also, if you wish for us to 

capture your memories from rehearsal night let us know. – 

-- We are willing to travel, however travel and lodging may be 

added if necessary. – 

-- Please note the amount above is just a starting price point. It 

may change based on any special requests, add-ons, etc during 

our meeting/call. – 

* Payment Plans can be discussed and paid in 2 or 3 installments 

after retainer is received. Last payment must be received 2 weeks 

prior to the wedding. * 

How about Intimate/smaller wedding + celebrations? 

Your marriage is a cause for celebration, even if you desire it to 

look slightly different and may not need the exact dynamics as a 

large-scale wedding day. We capture special moments, details of 

the ceremony and bridals. This is your day we are there for you. 

We also work with smaller intimate, mini-ceremony, and Elopement 

wedding packages. Do not hesitate to ask. 


